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ABSTRACT

case of an unknown MIMO channel. The iterative algorithm has significantly lower complexity than the SVDbased technique used in [4]. It is guaranteed to converge
to the transmitted data (up to a factor) whenever an LD
code theoretically allows perfect data reconstruction.

We propose an efficient iterative algorithm for demodulating/decoding linear dispersion (LD)codes in the case of an
unknown MIMO channel. The algorithm is based on the
POCS (projections onto convex sets) technique and consists
of a~teniatingpmjections of an estimate of the transmit matri.r onto hvo linear subspaces. In the noise-free case, the
iteration is giraranteed to converge to the transmitted data
whenever the LD code theoretically allows perfect data reconstruction. In the presence of noise, simulation results
demonstrate the algorithm’s good performance. We also
propose a DFT-matrix based code design that yields a further substantial reduction of complexiry, and a modified algorithm that exploits the presence of pilot symbols.

0

We present a new DFT-matrix based code design that
leads to a further significant reduction of demodulator
complexity.
We propose a modification of our iterative algorithm that
exploits the presence of pilot symbols to resolve the unknown factor mentioned above.

Organization of paper. Section 2 reviews the structure of
LD codes [I I] and identifiability results for LD codes in the
case of an unknown channel 141. In Section 3, we extend
the iterative demodulation algorithm from [8] to LD codes.
A DFT-based code design allowing a further reduction of
demodulator complexity is proposed in Section 4. In Section 5, we present a modified demodulation algorithm that
exploits the presence of pilot symbols. Finally, simulation
results provided in Section 6 demonsvate the robustness of
our demodulation algorithm to channel noise.

1. INTRODUCTION
Background. Recently there has been considerable interest
in space-time (ST) codes for the practically important case
where the MIMO channel is unknown to both the transmitter and the receiver. Unitaq ST modulation and differential
unitary ST modulation [1-3] can achieve the capacity of the
unknown MIMO channel, but this comes at the cost of a demodulation complexity that is prohibitive for a large blocklength andlor a large number of transmit antennas. In contrast, the ST transmission schemes proposed in [&IO] lead
to equalization-type demodulation algorithms whose complexity is acceptable also if the blocklength and the number
of antennas are medium-to-Ice. In [E], we introduced a
particularly efficient iterative demodulation algorithm for a
class of separable linear ST codes termed ST matrix modulation (here, “separable” means that the coding over space
and the coding over time are done independently).

2. REVIEW OF LINEAR DISPERSION CODES
In this section, we briefly review the definition of LD codes
[ I l l and summarize the identifiability results from 141.
We consider an equivalent discrete-time, complex-valued,
noise-free baseband MIMO channel with MT transmit antennas and M R 2 MT receive antennas. We assume that the
channel is flat-fading and constant over a block of N time
points. Thus, within such a block, it can be described by
the matrix’ fi E C M R x M T that is assumed to have full rank.
The channel’s input-output relation is Z[n]= HS[n]with the
transmit vectors S[n]of length MT and the receive vectors
Z[n] of length MR.Combining N successive transmit vectors into a transmit matrix S g [S[l] S[2] ... S [ N ] ] of size
MT x N and N successive receive vectors into a receive ma-

Contributions. This paper presents the following contributions.
We extend our iterative demodulation algorithm to the
general class of linear dispersion (LD)codes [ 111for the

‘Throughoutthis paper, complex quantities will be marked by a tilde -
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trix X 4 [%[I]ir[2] ... ?i[N]] of size M K x N, we can write
the input-output relation for a whole length-N block as

f = HS.

xs

(2)

k= 1

withak=Re{&}, pk=Im{4},andcomplex-valued"dispersion matrices" Ax and B b of size MT x N . The expression
(2) is generally nonlinear in the data vector d ( d , .., &).
Here, we will find it convenient to use the following linear,
real-valued formulation that is equivalent to (2):

e

c IaA +B&l
K

S=

.

+

K

[aA+.ipA],

-Im{X}']
Re{f}'

Then, it is stated in [4] that for perfect reconsuuction, Q must have a right null space of dimension 1.
(Note that this implies N 2 M R K/MT.)In that case,
the right null space of Q is spanned by the vector
[vec{Re{W'}}'
vec{Im{W'}}'
d']', where \51= H'
(the pseudo-inverse of H) is the unknown "equalizer matrix" that retrieves S from % according to 5: = WX. Thus,
in the presence of noise the equalizer W and the data d can
be approximately recovered as the right singular vector of Q
corresponding to the smallest singular value [4]. Since both
dimensions of Q grow linearly with the blocklength N (note
that for constant data rate, the number of data symbols K
grows linearly with N ) , the computational complexity of this
SVD-based algorithm becomes excessive for large N . This
motivates the efficient iterative algorithm proposed next.

(1)

valued data symbols & are mapped onto the corresponding
transmit matrix via [ 111
=

Re{X}'

[Im{X)'

Linear dispersion codes. For an LD code, K complex-

S

e

(3)

3. THE ITERATIVE ALGORITHM

k=l

where
We will now extend the efficient iterative demodulation algorithm that we originally proposed for ST matrix modulation codes (separable LD codes) in [SI to general LD codes.
Subspace structure. We first discuss two structural properties on which our algorithm is based. As before, we consider
the noise-free case and assume knowledge of the receive
matrix X but not of the channel matrix €
Generalizing
I.
the
results of [8], it can he shown that under the identifiability
conditions of [4], the transmit matrix S is uniquely defined
(up to an unknown factor) by the following two properties.

This can be rewritten as
vec{S'}

(4)

= Ld,

with
L 4 [vec{AT} '. . vec{Ai} vec{B:}

d

.'.vec{Bi}] ,

[ai . . . a x BI ...BK]'.

1. The transmit matrix S possesses the linear code structure (4).

Note that vec{S'} is a linear function of the real data vector
d. Whereas in practice the data is taken from some finite
alphabet, this will not be exploited or assumed here.
Furthermore, defining

2. The row-span of S lies in the row-span of X (this is
due to X = HS).
Because both properties have to he in force simultaneously,
S satisfies
E anB,
(5)

s

where A denotes the linear subspace of all matrices with the
! denotes the linear subspace of
LD code structure (4) and B
all matrices whose row-span lies in the row-span of X.

we obtain the following equivalent real-valued formulation

of the channel input-output relation (I):
X=HS.

POCS algorithm. Since linear subspaces are special cases
of convex sets, the formulation (5) suggests a projections
onto convex sets (POCS) algorithm I121 for calculating and
demodulating S. This algorithm is iterative and consists of
alternating orthogonal projections of the iterated transmit
matrix estimate S(')onto .% and B as visualized by Fig. 1.
The POCS algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a point
in the intersection A n B [12]. If the relevant identifiability
conditions are satisfied [4], i.e., if the LD code theoretically
allows perfect reconstruction up to a factor, then the intersection .% n B is a one-dimensional linear subspace {cS}

Identifiability rrsults. In [4], it is shown that in the noisefree case and under certain identifiability conditions, the
structure (3) of an LD code is strong enough to allow perfect
data reconstruction at the receiver (up to an unknown realvalued factor) without knowledge of the channel H. Specifically, consider the UVMT x (~MTMR2K) stacked matrix

+

(@ denotes the Kronecker product), with
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s(i)=

W(0x = S ( i - I ) p x ,

Here, X' can be precalculated before starting the iteration. The complexity of this projection is ~ ( N M T M R )
and thus increases only linearly with the blocklength N .

In each iteration step, we obtain an estimate of the data
vector d in (6) and an estimate of the channel equalizer matrix W in (9) (both up to a factor). In the noise-free case, it
can be shown that the POCS algorithm is guaranteed to couverge to the transmitted data (up to a single unknown factor)
provided that the LD code theoretically allows perfect reconstruction. The rate of convergence depends on the angle
between the subspaces A and 9 as well as on the initialization, S(O1. If some pilot symbols exist, they can be used
to calculate a good initialization (see Section 5). Another
way to speed up convergence is to use relaration [ 121 andor
knowledge of the finite data alphabet. (The latter approach,
however, introduces a nonconvex set and thus convergence
to the desired solution is no longer guaranteed theoretically.)

Fix. 1: The POCS ulgorithm. For any inirializution S('),
rhe matrices S(') generated by alternating orthogonal projections onto the subspaces A and % converge to a matrix
in the intersection A n %.
with c E R. Thus, the convergence point in An % is guaranteed to be the desired (i.e., transmitted) S up to a factor.
Next, we will show how to calculate the orthogonal projections onto the subspaces A and %.

4. DFT-MATRIX BASED CODE CONSTRUCTION

Projection onto A Any S E A has the form (4), i.e.,
vec{ST} = Ld with some d and with L given. Let S('-I)
denote the result of the previous iteration step, i.e., of the
projection onto 53 (see below). Projecting Sii-') onto A
then corresponds to calculating the vector d for which the
model Ld best fits vec{S('-')'}
in the least-squares (LS)
sense. This vector is

1.

d(c = L # ~ , + S ( ~ - I ) ~

The projection onto is the most complex part of the POCS
algorithm. In this section, we propose a specific cunstruction of the dispersion matrices Ak and Bk that allows to implement this projection by means of an FFT.
Suppressing the superscripts ( 0 and (i-l) for simplicity,
we can rewrite (6) as

(6)

d = Re{f?vec{s'}}

Thus, the orthogonal projection of S(i-') onto A is given

with the NMT x K matrix f, defined such that L =
(Re{L}T Im{i}T)T. If we choose for the columns of t
K different columns of the DFT matrix of size NMT x NMT,
the multiplication of vec{ST} by i#in (IO) reduces to calculating an inverse DFT of vec{s'}. The elements dk of d
are then the real parts of certain samples of this inverse DFT.
Specifically, we propose to choose the kth column of fi
as p Q flk,where is the lk th column of the DIT matrix of
size NMT x NMT (thus, lk E { 1,'. . , N M T } ) ,0 denotes the
pointwise or Hadamard product, and p i s a spreading vector
that does not depend on k. Eq. (4) then becomes

by
vec{S(')'} = Ld(') = LL'vec{S'")'}.

(7)

The computational complexity of this projection is
O ( N M T K ) (note that L' can be precalculated before the
iteration is started). This complexity increases quadratically with the blocklength N because K grows linearly
with N if the data rate is held constant. In Section 4, we
shall introduce a DFT-based code construction by which
the complexity is reduced to O@"TlOg(NMT)).
projection onto %. Any S E % can be written as

s = WX,

(8)

with some "channel equalizer matrix" W E R'Tx2Mn.
Let S('-l] denote the result of the previous iteration step,
i.e., of the projection onto A as explained above. Projecting s(") unto % then corresponds to calculating the W
for which the model WX best fits S('-') in the LS sense:

W('1 = s(i-l)x#,

(10)

The elements of fi are chosen complex-valued with unit
magnitude so that each data symbol dk is spread with equal
energy throughout the transmit matrix
We used 0 =
vec{P} where P is an N x MT full-rank matrix with unitmagnitude entries. In our experiments, we observed this
choice to result in identifiability.
With this construction of i,(10) can be rewritten as

s.

(9)

Thus, the orthogonal projection of S('-') onto 18 is obtained as

d = n Re{DFT&{p*
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Ovec{s'}}},

where the NMT x 2K matrix ll consists of the Iirst 2K
columns of an NMT x NMT permutation matrix that is determined by the index set {lk}. More specifically, multiplication of Re(D€T&{P.Ovec{ST}}}
by II assigns
the lkth sample of Re{DFTihr{r@vec{ST}}} to 4 ,for
k = l,...:K .
Hence, with this code construction the projection onto A
can be implemented by means of an FFI of length NMT.
As a consequence, the computational complexity is only
O(NMTIO~(NMT)),
instead of quadratic in N as obtained
for the general case in Section 3. The degrees of freedom
of this code construction lie in the choice of the DFT matrix
column indices ik and of the spreading vector p.

. . . . . . . .

2
E

5. USING PILOT SYMBOLS: AFFINE CODES

As is usual for blind demodulation techniques, our POCS
algorithm allows to demodulate the data only up to a single real-valued factor. To remove this ambiguity, we have
to transmit at least one pilot symbol that is known to the receiver. Therefore, following [4], we extend the linear code
structure (3) to an affine structure that contains a u l x~N
pilot symbol matrix P:

........................
16,

. . . . . . .

I ro'
E

.............

s=p+

[akAkf PkBk].

. . . . . .
.

k= I

Equivalently,

lo-'

vec{S'}

= vec{PT}

+M.

(11)

A

?%L
...

While a noise-free MIMO channel has been considered so
far, we now present simulation results which demonstrate
that our POCS algorithm is quite robust to channel noise.
BER vs. SNR. In Fig. 2, the BER vs. SNR performance'
of the POCS algorithm is compared to that of the SVDbased algorithm from 141 in the presence of white Gaussian
channel noise. The parameters are MT = 2, M R = 3, and
N = 40 (cf. Example 1 in [4]). Fig. 2(a) shows the BER
obtained with the POCS algorithm after 5, 10, 15, and 40
iteration steps' and with the SVD-based algorithm. The circulant code from [5] was used for this simulation. It can he
seen that with just 15 iteration steps, the POCS algorithm
performs similarly well as the SVD-based algorithm, however at a fraction of the computational complexity as will

= L"(vec{S('-l)T} -vec{P'})

The orthogonal projection of S(") onto A is thus given by

+ Ld(')
+

= ( I - L L ' ) ~ ~ ~ { P ~ }LL'vec{S('-')*)

Moreover, we can use the known pilot matrix P to calculate an initialization s(O) as (cf. (s))
= w(')x

Ib

SNR [dBl(2

6. SIMULATION RESULTS

d

$0)

............
.
8

Fig. 2: BER vs. SNR obtained with the POCS algoritlznz and
with the SVD-based algorirhmfrom [41 using ( a )a circulant
code from [SI and (6) a DFT-nlarrix based code.

d(') = argminI/vec{S('-')T} - (vec{PT} +Ld)1I2

= vec{PT}

; 1 ;

(b)

The entries of P are zero at the positions where no pilot symbols exist. In [4], conditions are given for the choice and
placement of the pilot symbols such that the resulting code
allows perfect reconstruction.
Wben pilot symbols are used, the expression (7) for the
orthogonal projection onto A has to be modified. Let S('-I)
denote the result of the previous projection onto !B. We
have to calculate the vector d for which the model (ll),
vec{PT} +Ld, provides the LS fit to vec{Si'-l)T}:

vec{S(')'}

. . . . . . .

K

with ~ ( 0=)PX',

'For determinationof the BER, we assumed that the factor c is known.
3An iteration step now comprises both the projection onto a and the
projection onto 9.

This can be expected to be better than random initialization.
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128
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256
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POCS-FFT
.........

Table I : Average computarional complexity in !&ps per
rransmifted symbol f o r the SVD-based algorithm, the POCS
algorithm, and rhe POCS algorithm using an FFT

1...................................

be demonstrated presently. Fig. 2(b) shows a similar comparison using a DFT-mauix based code construction as described in Section 4. It is seen that here just 10 POCS iterations are sufficient.

...................................
702
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d

LnW”
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Fig. 3: BER vs. number of pilot symbols obtained with the
POCS algorithm using a DFT-matrix based code. (For comparison, the case of known c is shown on the right side.J

Computational complexity. For the DIT-matrix based
code. Table 1 compares the computational complexity per
transmitted symbol (measured using MATLAB V5.3) of the
SVD-based algorithm, the standard POCS algorithm, and
the POCS algorithm using an FFT for the projection onto
A (see Section 4). We chose MT = 2. M K = 3, and four
different values of the blocklength ( N = 32, 64,128, and
256). Both POCS algorithms used 10 iteration steps. It is
seen that within the N range considered, the complexity increase with N is roughly quadratic for the SVD-based algorithm, roughly linear for the standard POCS algorithm, and
less than linear for the POCS algoritbm using an FFT.(Note
that now we consider the complexity per symbol, whereas in
Sections 2 and 3 we considered the complexity per block of
N symbols.) The gain in efficiency obtained with the POCS
algorithms is significant for all N but most pronounced for
Large N .
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the unknown factor c. We consider the POCS algorithm with
the modification described in Section 5, a DFT-matrix based
code, and parameters MT = 2, MR = 3, and N = 40. The pilot symbols were placed at the beginning of each block. Fig.
3 shows the BER vs. the number of pilot symbols for different values of the S N R . For comparison, we also display the
BER for the case where c is known. It can he seen that for 3
or more pilot symbols, there is only a moderate loss in BER
performance compared to the case of known c.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented a computationally efficient, POCS-based algorithm for the demodulatioddecoding of linear dispersion
codes in the case of an unknown MIMO channel. This algorithm features similar BER vs. SNR performance as the
SVD-based algorithm from [4], however at a significantly
reduced computational complexity. We also proposed a
DIT-matrix based code design that yields a further reduction of complexity, and a modified demodulation algorithm
that is suited to the use of pilot symbols.
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